Long-term follow-up of trigger point injections for abdominal wall pain
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OBJECTIVE: Abdominal wall pain (AWP) is a common yet often overlooked source of abdominal pain. Trigger point injections (TPI) into the abdominal wall have been tried in the past. Few studies have looked at the long-term outcome from these injections.

METHODS: A retrospective chart review was performed on 110 consecutive patients who received TPI for abdominal pain at the University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario. Outcomes from patients whose pain was due to AWP were determined. AWP was defined as fixed or localized pain and superficial or point tenderness (less than 2.5 cm diameter) or a positive Carnett sign (increased pain with tensing abdomen). The primary outcome was long-term efficacy of TPI. The number of diagnostic tests ordered to exclude AWP and the cost of investigating it were determined. Secondary analyses were done to determine if there were significant predictors of response to TPI.

RESULTS: Eighty-nine of 110 patients who received TPI met the criteria for AWP. In those who met the criteria for AWP, the average age was 42 years, 84% were female, and the average length of follow-up was 25 months. The primary outcome shows that, at follow-up, 77% had some or complete relief and 23% had no relief. An average of 4.3 diagnostic tests per patient were ordered to exclude other causes of abdominal pain. Secondary analyses show that meeting the criteria for AWP (P<0.005), the absence of gastrointestinal symptoms (P<0.025), and an upper abdominal location of pain (P<0.025) were statistically significant predictors of a positive response to TPI.

CONCLUSIONS: This study demonstrates that TPI, in patients who meet criteria for AWP, are effective over the long term.
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AWP is a common condition. Carnett (2) reported seeing one to two such patients a week. Thomson et al (4) suggested that approximately 1% of general surgical referrals were for AWP. Rubio et al (5) noted that in 11% of patients with abdominal pain of obscure origin, the pain originated in the abdominal wall. Similarly, it has been estimated that AWP accounted for 15% of pain clinic (6) and 20% of emergency department (7) patients who presented with nonspecific abdominal pain.

Several mechanisms have been suggested to underlie the pathogenesis of AWP. Entrapment of the anterior cutaneous
nerve appears to be the most common. Applegate (8,9) suggested that the anterior cutaneous nerve, which arises from the T7 to T12 intercostal nerves, makes two 90° turns before reaching the skin. It usually slides unimpeded and buffered by fat in the neurovascular bundle. An entrapped nerve may either be pushed by intra-abdominal pressure or pulled by a scar. Other causes of AWP include hernias, hematomas or myofascial trigger points (3). Neuromas from scars (10), endometriosis in the abdominal wall (11), desmoid tumours (12) and intra-abdominal adhesions (13) have also been implicated. Finally, superficial lesions such as herpes zoster may mimic AWP.

In the present study, we investigated the long-term outcomes of patients who received trigger point injections (TPI) in a gastroenterology clinic for AWP. We determined the diagnostic tests that were ordered in its workup and the direct costs of investigating the pain. We also compared the outcomes in patients who met the criteria for AWP with those who did not meet the criteria. Finally, we determined whether any factors (including sex, GI symptomatology, radiation of pain, location of pain, type of injection and the presence of a scar) were predictors of response.

METHODS

Patient selection
A retrospective chart review was performed on 110 consecutive patients who received TPI performed by a university-based gastroenterology practice group at London Health Sciences Centre at the University of Western Ontario in London, Ontario. The patient list was generated from a list of all billed G384A (TPI) between January 1, 1995 and November 20, 2002.

Definitions
AWP was defined as pain that met the following criteria: fixed in location or very localized; AND superficial or point tenderness less than 2.5 cm in diameter or positive Carnett test. A positive Carnett test was defined as tenderness that increased with abdominal muscle tensing rather than tenderness that was made no worse with abdominal muscle tensing. These criteria were previously published and verified by Srinivasan and Greenbaum (3) as being good discriminators of AWP.

Upper GI symptoms were defined as nausea, vomiting, hematemesis, dysphagia, odynophagia, regurgitation, heartburn or waterbrash. Lower GI symptoms were defined as constipation, hematemesis, dysphagia, odynophagia, regurgitation, heartburn or waterbrash. The duration of pain was defined as starting from the first instance it occurred and up until it was first injected. Follow-up was defined as the point from the first injection to when they were most recently seen. All of the follow-up occurred in clinic visits. No telephone follow-up was made.

Immediate relief of pain was defined as relief that occurred within two weeks of the initial injection. This was usually reported during the same visit as the injection itself. Late relief was defined as relief that occurred after two weeks of the injection. Both early and late relief were classified as being complete, some but not complete, or none whatsoever.

Method of injection
Bupivacaine (0.25% to 0.50%) or lidocaine (1.0% to 2.0%) was used as the local anesthetic. Betamethasone (1 mL) was used as the steroid. No more than 15 mL total volume was infiltrated at any one time. Anesthetic rejections were offered to patients who had recurrence of pain.

Diagnostic procedures and costs
Procedures and tests were included only if chart review disclosed that they were performed to directly evaluate the abdominal pain. Tests were excluded if they were ordered for a different reason or a different symptom. The number of initial gastroenterology consultations as well as follow-up clinic visits scheduled specifically to follow the progress of the pain was added. The number of TPI performed was also added. To estimate the costs of the investigations and physician services, the 2003 Ontario Health Benefits Guide (14) was used. Other costs such as admissions to the hospital, facility fees, nursing fees, visits to the emergency room, visits to the family physician, and visits to other nongastroenterology specialists for evaluation of the pain were not included.

Data analysis
Discrete variables were calculated as counts and proportions and expressed as percentages. Continuous variables were measured as mean, standard deviation and median. χ² testing of discrete variables was performed. The Fisher's exact test was used when any count was two or less to make the analysis more robust.

RESULTS

Patient demographics
Of 110 consecutive patients who received TPI, 89 patients met the defined criteria for AWP. In those who met the criteria for AWP, the mean age was 42 years (range 12 to 88 years). Eighty-four per cent of the patients were female. The mean duration of the pain was 23 months (range 0.25 to 180 months). The predominant locations of the pain were right hypochondrial (30%), right iliac (25%) and epigastric (19%). Fifty per cent of patients experienced radiation of the pain, 73% of patients had some GI symptoms present and 39% had a scar in the immediate vicinity of the pain (Table 1). Thirty-six per cent of the patients were reinjected. The number of reinjections ranged from one to 27.

Among the 21 patients who did not meet the criteria for AWP, the mean age was 41 years (range 17 to 76 years). Seventy-six per cent were women. The mean duration of the pain was 26 months (range 0.5 to 106 months). The predominant locations of the pain were umbilical (29%), right iliac (23%) and epigastric (19%). Forty-eight per cent of patients experienced radiation of the pain, 62% had some GI symptoms and 38% had a scar in the immediate vicinity of the pain. Twenty-nine per cent of these patients were reinjected.

Diagnostic procedures and costs
On average, 4.3 tests were performed per patient (Table 2). This included 93 ultrasound examinations, 71 esophagogastroduodenoscopies, 33 colonoscopies, 32 small bowel follow throughs, 30 computed tomography scans and 27 barium enemas. As well, 14 exploratory laparotomies were performed. An average of 3.3 follow-up visits were held per patient. The total cost was conservatively estimated to be $68,063, or approximately $764 per patient.

Response to TPI
Eighty-eight per cent of the patients were injected with a combination of local anesthetic and steroid, while 12% were injected with a local anesthetic alone. Eighty-nine per cent reported
some or complete early pain relief. The mean length of follow-up was 25 months (range 0.5 to 146 months). At follow-up, 77% reported some or complete relief (Figure 1).

**Predictors of long-term pain relief**

Neither sex nor presence of radiation predicted response. Similarly, the addition of a steroid to local anesthetic did not alter the amount of relief obtained.

One of the strongest predictors of long-term relief was whether patients met the criteria for AWP (Figure 2). As mentioned, 77% of the patients who met the criteria for AWP experienced some or complete relief. However, only 35% of patients who did not meet the criteria experienced some or complete relief ($P<0.0005$).

The absence of GI symptoms was also a predictor of long-term relief (Figure 3). Ninety-five per cent of patients without GI symptoms experienced some or complete relief compared with only 71% of those with GI symptoms ($P<0.0025$).

Also, the location of the pain was a predictor of relief (Figure 4). Eighty-seven per cent of patients whose pain was in the upper third of the abdomen (right hypochondrial, epigastric and left hypochondrial) experienced some or complete relief, while only 62% of those whose pain was in the lower two-thirds of the abdomen did ($P<0.025$).

Finally, patients who had a surgical scar (76%) experienced the same amount of relief as those without scars (78%). However, they needed significantly more reinjections (50%) compared with those without (27%) surgical scars ($P<0.05$).

**DISCUSSION**

A number of treatments for AWP have been suggested. These include analgesics, topical anesthetic creams, massage, physical therapy, stretching and dry needling (3,10,15). One of the more widely studied treatments consists of TPI into the most tender spot. There have been a number of case reports and studies looking at short-term relief but there are very few studies that have looked at long-term outcome from these injections (16-22). The majority of the studies show rates of long-term relief in the 70% to 80% range. For example, Bourne (18) (81% complete or partial relief), Gallegos and Hobsley (20) (80% complete or partial relief) and Greenbaum et al (21) (78% having greater than 50% relief) all reported similar rates of relief. However, there are some studies that have not fared as well. For instance, McGarrity et al (22) reported that only 35% of their patients experienced long-term relief. In our study, we achieved excellent response rates from TPI both in terms of short- (89% complete or partial relief) and long-term (77% complete or partial relief) outcome.

Each study had a slightly different patient base, different inclusion and exclusion criteria and use of the Carnett test, and different combinations of injected agents. One of the purposes of the present study was to try to determine which of these factors are important in predicting response. When faced with a patient with suspected AWP, knowing these factors would then help the physician select patients who would benefit the most from TPI.
Meeting physical examination criteria for AWP was one such factor. In Carnett's original article, he suggested that "almost or quite as much" tenderness with abdominal wall tensing compared with the relaxed state was indicative of AWP. Subsequently, the use of the Carnett test has been examined. Thomson and Francis (7) found that only one of the 24 patients (4%) with a positive Carnett's test admitted as an emergency was later found to have a visceral cause. Gray et al (23) later reported that five of 53 patients (9%) with a positive Carnett's test had appendicitis. Other studies (4,21) have shown similar false-positive rates. An argument could be made that these false-positive rates are too high for missing potentially lethal diseases. Greenbaum et al (21,24) therefore modified the Carnett test to include additional criteria as outlined in the present paper, and it has been shown to have a sensitivity of 85% and specificity of 97%. By comparison, the Carnett test alone was 78% sensitive and 88% specific. Not surprisingly, in our study, it was the patients who met these criteria for AWP that benefited the most from TPI.

The absence of GI symptoms was a predictor of response to TPI. The location of the pain was also a predictor of response. It seems as if pain located in the upper abdomen responds better than that in the mid to lower abdomen. One possible explanation for this is related to the ease of injecting the upper abdomen. The upper abdomen is generally less fatty than the lower abdomen. In our experience, we have found it easier to pinpoint and infiltrate trigger points in the upper abdomen, leading to better results.

One of the results that were a bit surprising was the lack of difference in efficacy when a steroid was added to the local anesthetic. It has been thought that steroids enhance the anesthetic effect (3) or provide more prolonged relief (10). A possible explanation for this lack of difference is that the main effect may be provided by the anesthetic which is thought to break the chronic pain cycle (3). Alternatively, the present study may not have had enough power to detect a difference that a larger study would have.

The economic costs of arriving at the diagnosis of AWP are not trivial. Similar to our findings, Hershfield (26) found that 100 patients with chronic AWP underwent an average of 4.18 diagnostic tests which were purely exclusionary. The cost of working up AWP has been estimated in the past to be anywhere from US$680 (21) to US$6,727 (27). Our estimate of $764 is conservative in that it did not take into account visits to other specialists such as gynecologists, general surgeons and urologists, visits to the emergency department and hospital admissions. Hence, the actual total cost is far greater.

In summary, our study demonstrates that TPI, in patients who meet the criteria for AWP, are effective over the long term.
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